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CHARACTER OF CASE
INTERNAL SECURITY - LATIN AMERICA - VENEZUELA


LEADS
WASHINGTON FIELD OFFICE:
AT WASHINGTON, D.C.

1. Will review records Central Office, Immigration and Naturalization Service, to ascertain if L. A. MARTINEZ,

DISSEMINATION RECORD OF ATTACHED REPORT

Agency  Requester  Date Fwd.  How Fwd.  By

NOTATIONS

for review by HSCA recept
(See File 152-117552)
Extra copies of this report have been furnished the Bureau for Bureau file maintained for Venezuelan Revolutionary Activities in the United States and Bureau file on LOUIS MARTINEZ.

Information copies are being furnished to Cleveland and New York in view of the activities of LOUIS MARTINEZ covered in this report.

This report is classified as "secret" since information furnished by Central Intelligence Agency regarding the subject, was so classified.

INFORMANTS

IDENTITY

MM T-1 is ROBERT E. CORISH, Credit Manager, Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C. (by request)

MM T-2 is MM [717] S

MM T-3 is MM [729] S


LOCATION OF ORIGINAL INFORMATION

105-4579-3, page 2

134-408-Sub A-66

134-407-Sub A-54

105-4579-10.

Careful consideration has been given to each source concealed in this report and "T" symbols have been utilized only in those instances where identity must be concealed.
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